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)(Rotary- extrudied shaped charge liners habe bmeen inyestigat-ed to aeteraIne

the effects of Dreferxed. orientatio- on t:-- outi'nzn spin ccrensation freaquen

iJ~i5 V~~O fl. ~ ~ tng~- o nonent -(A; c(a a-se

;elcctty obtained in rotary ex-trieed liners ::s pr-odt~ed by a tan&gentiael shear

:i the w m sll which is indimed by crsalgahcsli,:p in individual grains.

* TMe value of spin coapencation frequency doK-lch is obtained is therefore

dependent --- the orieatation of grains In the liner val, which :L- tun I's

sharply dependent cn the ori'a' condition of the blank and the chne A-a

various mnufa turing para mt e'rs. - -
Because of the dependenice of ioa ientatlo it Is possible to

detrnnethe ajptjix spin campensu1ion ffreqency by measuremmnts on a noranla

incidence X-ray dif fraction pattern. Such nreasureme. Its i'Orat the b-sIs ft

non-destriuctive test for this type of lin-er.
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CO !DsNTIAL

(coanIDEnIAL) 1I.TRODUCTION

Rotary extruded shaped charge liners are currently being used in

several ic- frequency spin stabilized rounds. The particul'- manufacturing

process produces crystallographic anisotropies In the liners which may be

used to study the effects of ma.e: 4 al properties o., the reactions of the

metal to high velocity deforma*ion. Two regions of deformation are considere:

1. The high velocity metal flow during the formation of the cone from

the blank;

2. The reaction of the cone to explosive loading to produce .pin

compensation.

The primary purpose of this report is to provide a quantitative

explanation of spin compensation in ratc.y cxtruded liners. In addition,

the reaction of the copper blanks to the shear forming is discussed, and

an inspection technique is suggested in Appendix A, for determining the

optimum spin frequency of the liners produced.

One of the simplest methods for obtaining high velocity metal

deformation, without the presence of stress pulses or shock waves, is

through the use of "rotary eytrusion," a mechanized version of the standard

metal spinning technique. Loading rates greater than 104 psi/minute are

easily obtained. In this process metal flow is obtained in which the

direction of load application is constant at all ties. With the rod

application of load to ,undeformed material, the stress system anid stress

axis may be considered constant during the deformation process.

In rotary exbrusion, a metal blank is she.tr formed to a rotating

mandrel by a tool moving parallel to the mandrel surface. This is shown

schematically in Figure 1. Mandrel rotation ,peeds, and the feed rate of

5
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the tool down the mandrel, may : varied over a wide range.

The stresses apnlied to the blank by this process are: a bending streis

produced by oetal being for..ed to the cLurvature of the mandrel; an axial

shear produced by the tool moving down the mandrel; and a tangential shear

produced by the mandrel rotating ag, '-ist the tool. These are Lezn scheyati-

caily in Figure 2. The resulting grain orientation and residual stress system

in the formed cone are functions of the metal i.-e.ion to these stresses. It

can be show, that the tangential shear stress is the predominant one in this

process.

The general shape of stress-strain curves for metals under high velocity

deformation is the subject of a large area of investigation. The type of

relations proposed range from single l±.iee.- law, s to parabolic forms for the

variation of stress with strain. Irrespective of the type of relation

followed during the deformation, the preferred orientation and residual

stress distribution will be functions of these relations.

In previous work various anisotropic effects in rotary extruded liners

have been investigated in order to determine their influence on the spin

compensation frequency obtaine with this type of liner.'' A direct

correlation between the optimum spin corapensation frequency and tne orientation

of crystallographic directions in Lhe liner wall has been found. This

relationship suggests that the tangential component c " the collapse .Lcct.

is induced by slip in preferred crystallographic directionsi. A erysta.L-

graphically dependent mechanisir is further suggested by the following: It

has been shown V at metal single crystal, react differently on different

crystallographic planes, even when subjected to explosive loading." In

addition the crystallographic deformation systom Is geerally the same as

6
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that observed for nietals %u..1r normal testing conditions, even though stresse-"

or. the specimens are a minimum of two orders of magnitude greater than the
(3,4)

static scrength of the metal. I

A series of copper cones were used in this investigation. Some cones

were manufactured from copper bl..iks that were fully hard; a!,d others were

manufactured from fully annealed material. Variations in feed rate and

mandrel speed were used. Cone angle and wa.. thickness were also varied.

X-'ay studies were conducted to determine the grain orientations throughout

the specimen. The stress gradient through the wall of the specimen was used

to determine qualitatively the grain rotation as a function of stress, through

recrystallization experiments.

Combination of the results from the X-ray studies with the recrystalli-

zation experiments and derived equations, gives an indication of the reaction

of the metal blank to the high velocity deformation imposed by rotary extrusion.

Combination of these results with the firing data obtained using liners

anufactured under the same conditions gives a quantitative explanation of the

mechanism through which spin compensation is achieved in these liners. The

method of investigation ic used to suggest an inspection technique for h.ne

manufacturing process.

(UNCLASSIFIED) 'EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The determination of grain orientation vras made by using t1 - Lauc baLY

refleetion method. A geiger tube rotating in the plane of the diffracted

cone was used to record the variation in diffracted intensities. The sample

is placed in the path of the X-ray beam and cj-. be rotated about the point

of incidence in both the horizontal and vertical planes. This arrangement

CONFIDENTIAL



is shown in Figure 3. A comparison of the intensities as measured by the

geiger tube through a rate meter and recorder with a typicaL Laue back

reflection photograph is shown it Figure 4. and % ale vsed to designate
1 2

the intensities of the two maxims foand in the diffraction cone. Grain

orientations were determined by measuring intensities of 220 reflections for

various angles uf incidence of the X-ray beam in both the horizontal and

vertical planes. These measureents were repeated in steps of 0.010" through

the sawsle wall. The metal was removed through chemical etching.

Data .rom measurements made in the horizontal plane were plotted in

polar coordinates, as shown in Figure 5. The peak intensities, in Figure 4,

are plotted as vectors on either side of the zero angle line in Figure 5.

Rotation of the specimen to the right or left of normal gives intensity

vectors for building up the plot shown in Figure 5, which is a combination

of diffraction studies of the outside and inside surfaces.

The significance of the minizma can be seen by reference to the cube

face drawn in the center of Figure 5. The diagonals are the &i103 planes

-producing the reflection, and the minima occur at the 1003 type pole

directions, where Q Is the angle this pole makes with the normal. For wiy

angle of incidence, the dil.raction peaks labled 1, and Ib in Figure 4,
)1 82

0occur at 53.70 to the incident beam, sy.metrically concentrated on either

side of the beam in the diffraction cone. The preferred orientation is vpry

sharp, and for the distribution shown in Figure 5, Ib L for 5An

specimen rotation, i.e., when the X-ray beali is in the direction of an

intensity maximum or minimum. For angles between 50 and 50 rotation, the
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shown by the curves in Figure 6 -ill caazz the maximu, value of 0 to increase

f as the distribution narrows. Using the metod of analysis described, a

j rotation of grains by an applied stress will be detected as an increase of

the value (11 - 12) to some maximum value, and then a decrease until

151 = 12, depending on the stress le. *. at that point. The value wil then
1 2

change sign and increase again.

The rotation discussed above is that in the horizontal plane of the

specimen wall, "roduced by the tangential shear stress. X-ray studies made

by rotation of the specimen above and below normal show that there is

insignificant change in intensity distribution in the vertical plane. The

angular width 0 in the vertical plane does not, in any case observed, exceed

100. The pole to the L003 plane of the mean of this distribution is coincident

with the normal to the sample surface. Since the specimens studies were

formed with rotation speeds of, for instance, 1800 rpm, and tool speeds of

15-inches/minute, this result is not unexpected. Complete <100 pole figure

studies show unusual texture patterns clustered in a horizontal plane.

(CONFIDENTIAL) RESULTS

Theta is the angle between the mean of the distribution of [lO0jpoles

and the surface normal, as ueen in kigure 5. This angle varies through the

cone wall, depending on the amount of reorientation tal ing place during

deformation. The reorientation is a function of the reaction of the blJan

material to the applied stress. The targential shear stress may be considered

to vary linearly through the cone wall, az zhown In. Figure 2. It has been

shown that the tanren. ".l force applied in this process is directly proportona

10
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L (5)
to the feed rate in inchev er revolution. Consequently, the tangential

stress w !ll also be directly proportional to the feed rate. The specimens

reported here were produced with a constant mandrel speed, and a varying

tool feed, so that the variation produced in the specimens is directly dependent

on the tangetial stress. Figurt-" 8 and 9 show the variatlon of 9 with x, the

distance from the inside surface of the cone to the point considered, for

specimens made from annealed and hard blank..,

The curves for specimens made from soft blanks, Figure 8, show a grain

rotation that has caused a narrow distribution of orientations. For higherIfeed rates, the greater applied stress produces a larger variation in 0.
Figure 9, for hard blank specimens, shows little change in 0 between the two

feed rates, for the first half of the cone wall. The effect of the tangential

shear is large in the outer half of the wall only. The preferred orientation

in the inner half of t~e specimen wall is caused by reorientation of the

original blank texture by the axial shear and bending imposed on the blank.

Recrystallization studies of the specimens show a variation in grains

-per unit area with position through the specimen wall, as seen in Figurc. 10.

To a close approximation, the number- of grains per unit area will be a acrect

function of the amount of plastic flow that has taken place at a point in the

metal(6 ), and therefore a direc'" measure of the reaction of the blank material

to the applied tangential stress.

As seen in Figure 10, the number of grains per unit area for con-z

made from annealed blanks is linear through the fall. For cones mad, frum

hard blanks,.the number of grains per vnit area becomes a constant approximately

half-way through the wall, again indicating that the tangential shear stress

CONFIDENTIAL
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has not caused plastic deforr'2tion in -his region. For both hard and soft

blanks, the variation is linear in the region where the tangential stress

causes plastic flow.

Figure 11 shows the variation of G with F, or the tangential stress,

for soft blank cones. For hard blaqk cones the 0 vs F curve is a straight

line, as indicated on Figure 11.

(CONFIDENTLIL) CONCLUSIONS

A. Reaction of the Copper to High Velocity Deformation During Shear Forming.

Combining the reslts: @ vs x; grains/area vs x; and Q vs F gives-an

indication of the metal reaction under high velocity loading. The variation

in @ is a direct measure of the strain variation during deformation. The

variation in number of grains per unit area shows the regions of influence

of the tangential shear stress, and also is a direct function of the strain

the metal was subjected to.

The reaction of the hard blanks, in the region where the tangential

shear stress causes deformation, is. linear; that is, a = KG. Since

@ = K e, it can be concluded that the reaction of strain hardened copper

to high velocity deformation follows a linear stress-strain law: cr= K e.

The fully annealed copper reacts differently. For soft blanks, the

maximum value of 0 is proportional to the difference in the plastic strain

developed in differently oriented grains in the distribution. The curv-

* for soft blank copper in Figure 11 reflects this. This curve i s a parabola;

that is

at =K 01/2, or a = 
1/2

12
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Only quelitative conc! iions have been drawn. Exueriments relating

0 and strain in a more quantitative manner are required before quantitative

stress-strain curves can be plotted. in addition, data should be obtainedI

from the recrystallization work to give a more useful relation between the

number of grains per unit area r. the metal flow taking p ace.

However, this work demonstrates one of the major reasons for the

different results obtained in the reaction c,; ietals to high velocity

deformation. Annealed copper follows a parabolic law, as shown by Bell for

the case of dynamic comparison tests- 4 ' 6 , but strain hardened copper reacts

raccording to a linear stress-strain relationship.

B. Reaction of the Copper Liners to Explosive Loading: Spin Compensation.

It has been shown that the effect of r-.tary extrusion is to cause a

tangential rotation of grains in the direction of the tangential shear stress;

the significuice of this effect in producing non-radial metal flow during

the collapse of the explosively loaded shaped charge liner will now be

considered.

Plastic deformation of single crystals takes place by sllp along certain

crystallogiaphic planes. If the crystal is not subjected to any constraii ng

forces, the resulting change in shape and lattice rotation is a direct

function of this mode of deformation. ilowever, in a polycrystalline aggregate,

the deformation in each grain is influenced by grans surroundiug it wh!, -

are either not yet deforming, or are deforming in different direction: Uecause

of differences in orientation. The heavy preferred orientation found in the

liner wall makes it possible, for the 1=rposev of calculation, to replace 1;he

distribution of orientation by a one orientation, reprvsented by a single

13
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crystal having the orientatS *z! of the mean of the distribution. Therefore,

the angle 9 is the angle the [00 pole of this grain makes with the normal

in the tangential direction. It will also be assumed that at the stress levels

encountered in shaped charge collapse, all of the possible slip systems in a

given grain vil be active. This 'as been shown tc be the case for single

crystals deformed at high velocities.

Observations on explosively loaded singl crystals indicate that

crystallographic effects influence the metal deformation as soon as the

initial compressive pulse reflects back into the specimen from the free

surface. Therefore, it will be assumed that in a shaped charge liner,

crystallographic slip will take place after the first stress pulse is reflected

from the inside surface.

A diagram representing grains near the insJi.e surface of a liner is

shown in Figure 12. The diagonal lines represent slip planes. The difference

in orientation between successive grains is determined by the slope of the

G vs x curve. As the reflected stress pulse moves through grain A slip begins.

The grain is free to deform in the direction of the inside surface. The

tangential component of velocity is zero as shown in the vector diagram in

Figure 13a.

Grain B is severely restricLed ii its deformation. It cannot stretch

tangentially because it is constrained by the cnver of ar d

toward the axis. It is restricted from deforming in the 4irection of r'Izn C

by the fart thnt the stress pulse has not reached that regLc° Therefore, it

must at least partially deform in the direction that grain A is defornlng.

Slip planes in grain B will then rotate to alisn themselves with those in grain A.

CONFIDEMTIAL
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The vector diagram of veloc-.-.es in this instance is shown in Figure 13B.

Grains A and B both have the same vertical component of velccity V0 , but

because of their different orientations have different initial tangential

components. P)anes in grain B rotate with a velocity Vr to try and align

themselves with planes in grain A.

As the reflected stress pulse progresses toward the outside surface,

planes in each grain will align themselves wi.u those at the inside surface.

Sin-e the angle between the first slip planes and those at some point in the

liner wall increases as the distance x increases (at least for onu.half the

wall thickness), the tangential component of velocity will aso increase.

Vt is then, as obtained from the vector diagram in Figure 13C given by

Vt = V tanA9
t 0

where AG is the angle between the initial slip planes at the inside surface

and those at some point in the liner wall.

0 0
For a typical hard blank liner, AG is 3 for x .030 If the collapse

velocity V0 is 2 x 105mm/sec,

Vt = 2 x 105 tan 30 = 1.04 x 10 4

let r - 4 Omm
1.4x lO 4

then a = = 41.8 cps~80n

This type of liner has an observcd value of R of 40 ep s.

j The spin onmpnsation frequency a, t heefvu. depends on the slope of the

Q vs x curve through the inner half of a liner. It has been shown that for

hard blank liners this slope is not changed in the rotary extrusion process.

Therefore, hard blank liners should have the same value of 9 regardlesp of the

C.5
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magnituae of the tangential s'ear duri.;g manufacture. Table I shous values

of D obtained from penetration rotation lirings of hard blank liners made

with different feed rates.

TABLE I

Feed Rate M..'.fell Speed

rn/rev rev/min cps

6 1200 44
12 1200 40

24 1200 40

40 1200 40

It has been shown that the slope of che 0 vs x curve for liners made

from soft blanks is dependent on the tangential shear stress applied during

manufacture. The spin compensation frequuncy should then vary with the

tangential stress in a similar manner. This is indicated by the 1 vs NF/t

curves in Figure 14. The curves A and B relpresent liners made on two different

machines. The tool contact area was greater for machine A than for machine B.

The tangential stress was therefore lower and the value of ,I lower than that

obtained with machine B for the same value of NF/t and mandrel speed. The

values of 0 for these curves -are obtd-ned from penetration rotation firings.

There are two possible methods for conserving angular momentum in this

system. The first case is that described previously.(') The stress pulse is

considered to have a preferred particle velcoity in ,he direction of the L" .-=

packed planes, acquiring this preferred motion upon reflection from the i:side

surface. This gives rise to a preferred rotation in the gasses, wh-n the stress

pulse reaches the outside surface, as in the cese of, liners with interior flutes.

Another way of considering the problem depends on the angalar velocity,

16
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given to the material by the grains attempting to alien themselves in the

direction of flow of the inside surface. Esse.tially, the nzchanism of flow

is the same as in the first case. Ref lection of the stress pulse from the

inner surface gives rise to preferential flow on the planes in grain A in

Figure 12. Figure 13 shows the torque that has been imposea on planes rotating

.towards the preferred flow direction generated by the movezmnt of the inside

surface. If the 0 vs x curves in Figures 8 and 9 are examined, it is seen

that r rever-es direction at some point through the wall. This indicates the

planes rotate in the opposite direction to arrivYe at the preferred !low direction.

Metal above and below the point of reversal will be rotating in opposite

directions, therefore Vt m1 = Vt mt + V t m, or, after canceling constants,
1 3

(tan A01) (Ar) = (tan A 2 ) (Ar2 ) + (tan AG3 ) (Ar3 )

where region one is from 9 at x = 0 to 6 at x = reversal point; region two

goes from 0 at x = reversal point to Q original; and region three is from 9

original up to the outside surface.

Calculations show the followtng:

TABLE II

Cone (tar A 1 ) (Ar) (tan AG2 ) (Ar 2 ) ' (tan AG3 ) (kr 3 )

Hard blank - 40 cps 7.45 7.93

Soft blank - 10 cps 6.5 5.3

Soft blank - 25 cps 4.35 4.3

The implication is, therefore, tha.t the sl,,g and jet are rotating in

opposite directions, since the metal that goes into each comeea from portions

of the cone wall that have resultant volociu es in opposite directions.

CONFIDENTIAL
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(CONFIDENTIAL) SU.M.ARY

The tangential component of collapse velocity obtained i; rotary extruded

liners is produced by a tangential shear in the !iner wall which is induced

by crystallographic slip in indiviluail grains. The value of spin compensation

I requency fl which is obtained is thezefore dependent on ithe orientation of

grains in the liner wall.

)r soft blank liners, the orientation of grains is a function of the

tanr ntial sh:ar applied during manufacture. Therefore, the value of w is

dependent on the magnitude of this stress which for a particular machine can

be approximated by

at =KF

where F is the feed rate in inches/rev.

Since il is a fuiction of grain orientation, a determination of the spin

compensation frequency for a particular liner cei be made by use of the relation-

ship

Q = K(I1 - I6 )
1 2

where 0 is the average angle -f orientation of the grains in the liner wall

at a particular point and I1 and I2 are the intensities of the maxima in the

diffracted cone of x-radiation for normal incidence X-rays.

This type of test is reliable for all types of rotary extrudr,' iners il

the X-rays measurements are made in the liner wall where 0 approaches its

maximum value. It is therefore a destruive test.

For soft' blank liners, the orientation of ;: ,ins at the outside surface

is dependent on the magnitude of the tangential shear in the same manner es

CONFIDENTIAL
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(CONFIDENTIAL) IflSPECTION METHODS

It has been shown that the value of (I1 - I6) at norml 1-naidence is
1 2

a direct indication of tje amount of rotation that has been given to the grains

in the liner wall.

Therefore,

0 = K( 61 - IF)

It shL.;ld be possible therefore, to determine the spin com ensation

frequency w by measurng1 - 12 for a normal incident X-ray made at a

point in the liner wall where 0 approaches its &manim value.

Figure 17 shows 1 - 1o2 vs n for liners made from both hard and soft

blanks. These measurements were made at approximately 1/3 the wall thickness

of the liner from the outside surface. The values of fi for these liners were

obtained from penetration rotation firings and flash X-ray measurements.

A spot check on liners could be made by manufacturers in a similar

manner using the type of X-ray instrumentation described in this report. An

indication of t-e reliabili+y of this method can be seen from the sample data

shown in Figure 15. These curves were obtained in he inspection of one T-384

liners and one T-300. On the basis of this inspection a value of (0 of 35 cps

was predicted for the T-300 lLner and a value of 2) cps was predicted - th.

T-384 liners. These predicted valuies were within + 5 ciL of the value later

obtained fron penetration rotation firings.

For soft blank liners, the tangential plastic deformation takes place

through the entire wall of the liner. The grain orientation at i;he outside

surface is therefore as ruch dependent on the tangentia2 sheer as that 3.rs .e

23
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the liner wall. Therefore., a n'n-desrruetive test can be made on soft blank

The curve of - kb vs 11 for the outside surface of soft blanks is

shown in Figure 17 for liners made with the same machine.

The surface orientationA is more u'bject to chanuge by slight, changecs in

tool angle and shape, (contact ara), than the inside orientation. Therefore,

a non-destructive test can be made only on liners from a specific machine,

whereas, a destructive test gives an absolute value of n regardless of blank

hardness or machine parameters.

Measurements of the type mentioned above should be made with an instrument
~similar to the one described in' this report. However, since only normal

incidence X-rays are needed for this inspection technique, the instrument may

be modified in the following manner. The geiger tube may be made stationary

and be fixed aL the proper angle with the X-ray beam (53.40) to receive the

diffracted radiation. The liner can then be rotated about the axis of the

X-ray beam in such a way that the surface is always normal to the beam. Such

a modification should prove more adaptable to production line inspection.

The present criteria for in-pecting the rotary extruded liners ,to

determine their optimum spin compensation frequency, is the angle which lines

scribed on the inside surface of the biank are twisted during deformation.

This is in effect a measurement of the amount of tangential plastic defr-matic:,

given to the inside surface of the liner during manufacture. For hard blawc

liners no tangential plastic deformation takes place at the inside surface.

Any angle of twist is produced by the combination cf axial shear and bending

only. It is therefore obvious that the angle of twist is a completely
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inaccurate criteria for measuring fl for hard blank liniers.

For soft blank liners, the variations in the firmness of contact between

the formed liner and the mandrel s, face c a.-preciably alter the amount of

plastic flow taking place at the inside surface. The angle of twist is there-

fore not an accurate measuire of yUlastic defor.mation at points highe, up in

the liner wall, and will not accurately indicate the optimum spin compensation

frequency.

The -istence of the Iq vs stress relationship for soft blank liners

provides a basis for determining the manufacturing parameters to be used in

j forming liners which are to have a given value of to. Such a curve can be

obtained either from existing data or by obtaining a) for liners whose

maufacturing parameters are known. However, in doing so it i s important to

keep the area of contact and the blank material constant. Small changes in

the tool angle can change the area of contact significantly enough to produce

a considerable change in the value of the spin compensation frequency obtained

for a given value of NF/t.
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